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ABSTRACT :  

This paper explores the use of ICT in teaching ELT in 
the classroom by the teachers of English and how the use of 
ICT is perceived by the English language teachers. The paper 
specifically focusses on the English language teachers of 
Gujarat state of India. The paper explores the basis 
inclinations that the teachers are towards and their innate 
feelings of self-efficacy. The researcher would like to 
delineate that this study is to explore the ideological and 
thought processes of the teachers and tries to find a more 
accepting favour for the teachers of English in Gujarat state. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Every year as India observes Teacher’s day with exhibition and revelation by praising this 
honourable calling with articulations of appreciation, I just marvel why this profound respect fades 
away for whatever remains of the year. 

Poet Kabir narrated the importance of teachers in his couplet:  
Guru Gobinddoukhade, kaake lagoon pay. Balihari guru aapne Gobinddiyobatay 
(Guru and God both are here to whom should I first bow? All glory be unto the guru, path to God 

who did bestow).  
Lamentably these masters have turned into the substitute for all lacunas that our training 

framework is tormented with. This conveys to an essential inquiry regarding why instructors are not 
regarded in India and what every day fights they wage for survival independent of whether they are 
working in an administration school or a universal educational modules school.  

 
English as the need of the hour: 

As an instructor these are my concerns to this inquiry dependent on my own understanding and 
my communication with my associates.English is a seven letter word-is a mystical word known for the 
language, expressed by 1.5 Billion individuals of the world either as a local language, as a second 
language, or as an unknown dialect(Lyons, 2017). English is quickly turning into a world language. It is 
the main language of United Kingdom, The United States of America, Canada and Australia. Also, it is 
spoken and perused by a huge number of Europeans, Africans, Chinese, Indians, Japanese and South 
Americans as a second language. It is generally known in India, Pakistan, Burma and Ceylon, pretty 
much every nation of the world. So, one individual out of tenth on the planet is a local speaker of 
English. One out of each four on earth can be come to with it.  
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No language, antiquated or present day, can be contrasted and English in regard of its global 
status. English has turned out to be one of the significant dialects of the world. It is the most broadly 
utilized of the world is about six driving dialects. It is fascinating to take note of that around one portion 
of humanity has picked English to speak with the individuals who don’t talk their own language. It is 
standing out that English aides in setting up global relations. It is a wellspring of comprehension among 
various countries of the world.  

In a creating nation like India, a steady touch with the outside world is totally important to 
achieve the progressive changes in the fields of agribusiness, prescription, industry, broadcast 
communications, transport and fundamental research frameworks. Without the satisfactory 
information of English, we can’t prepare our young designers, specialists, technocrats and scientists to 
come to hold with present day innovation in their particular fields. We need it seriously to bolster, to 
dress and to transport the overflowing millions in India. In the event that we know English, we can get 
the miracles of logical disclosures at our entryway steps. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure: A framework for integrating the Internet into ELT 
 
No entrance: The Internet as topic  
 Absence of Internet get to does not imply that English language instructors can’t coordinate the 
Internet specifically, and innovation all in all, into their guidance. Incompletely in antici-pation of and 
arrangement for future access, the following segment centersaround discourses (or discussions) and 
errands stressing the Internet as a theme and how they can be led without the genuine utilization of the 
Internet. 
 
Reasons not to use the Internet in ELT to justify self-efficacy: 
 For most English language students of the world, there are points of confinement to Internet 
access and in this manner to its potential advantages, yet for students with Internet access, there might 
likewise be breaking points to the advantages. A recent analysis on the breadth of CMC research 
suggests that its benefits have been exaggerated (Kenning 2010). Also, a thorough examination of the 
exploration on CALL in essential and auxiliary school English language training correspondingly 
reasoned that“the evidence that technology has a direct beneficial impact on linguistic outcomes is 
slight and inconclusive”(E. Macaro, 2012). Among the most considered territories of this examination 
were CMC and the Internet. These discoveries associate with the discoveries of past meta-examinations 
looking at the compelling ness of CALL by and large. Besides, when you read this article, a portion of the 
sites referred to may never again be practical, and the advances referenced could before long be 
outdated. In reality, while data on the Internet is accepted to twofold generally at regular intervals, the 
normal life expectancy of a site is just around 77 days. Thinking about these impediments, Instead of 
regretting the way that our instruments are not the best in class, we should focus on utilizing the 
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current apparatuses further bolstering understudies’ best good fortune while we search for approaches 
to acquire extra assets. 
 
Using ICT and self-Efficacy: 
 Dwarfing purposes behind capability and positive components could propose that greater part 
of in-administration ELT understudies have elevated amounts of ICT self-viability. It could be disclosed 
with reference to the related writing. Most importantly, the investigation brought about the beneficial 
outcome of PC use involvement, dimension of PC use aptitudes, recurrence of utilization and access (the 
two PCs and Internet) on the understudy educators’ apparent data proficiency SE. As needs be, the 
members in this examination demonstrated the spot of involvement, learning of aptitudes and access 
while singling out instructive need to utilize ICT abilities. The investigation may imagine how 
discernments may befuddle to the training. Discoveries in this investigation support the previously 
mentioned writing. All in all terms, both positive and negative variables are probably going to be 
watched for in-administration instructors. For example, “dynamic nature of ICT” from the ICT 
educators’ discerning and agreed impact of ICT on the idea of instructing and learning appear to 
coordinate one of the positive comments in this examination about ICT reconciliation spicing up the 
earth with visuals and assortment of sources just as “understudy premium” announced in the two 
investigations. For the initial three positive elements impacting the ICT SE, the main is “I can utilize ICT 
for my courses” showing the familiarity with pre-servicers about the handy utilization of ICT in 
language classes. “Seen value and convenience” are solid determinants to imagine one’s goal of PC use . 
Besides, brought up the significance of “saw significance of ICT” as an inspirational factor. Dissimilar to 
the discoveries of the examination in which educators feel more reasons and genuine encounters to be 
persuaded about the instructive utilization of ICT devices, members in this investigation positioned the 
ability to utilize ICT for instructive purposes at the best. This could be clarified as in five years, ICT may 
have turned out to be increasingly crucial and fundamental notwithstanding for in-administration 
educators. Another contrast among pre and in-administration instructors that could be deduced from 
the previously mentioned investigations is notwithstanding mindfulness, in-administration educators 
are distrustful about the advantages of ICT.  
 Besides, “I am/get experienced in the utilization of ICT.” Though close to home utilization of ICT 
does not generally prompt its exchange to proficient setting as in opposition to the theory of So, that 
derived no immediate impact of PC use on the planned use, PC use experience could be a solid 
determinant of its application. Past experience has been believed to build the dimensions of PC use; 
instructors with PC use experience are considered to have uplifting disposition and larger amounts of 
information those in accordance with improved ICT SE. For example, to utilizing ICT devices for either 
close to home or expert purposes adds to ICT abilities as through keeping web journals amid which you 
have to utilize remain on the web and work on utilizing ICT. Thirdly, “My self-assurance increments.” 
has additionally been accounted for in various research. A supporting proof for the expansion in self-
assurance with respect to ICT is shown ; in their examination, fearlessness just as ICT abilities of pre-
administration educators improved having utilized ICT in the instructor training program. As indicated 
by online journals as a normally utilized ICT apparatus helps increment the fearlessness dimensions of 
planned educators. Educator preparing innovation parts have been observed to be a solid factor in 
influencing and notwithstanding changing ICT SE dimensions of in-administration instructors and it is 
reflected here as the arrangement of ITMD and CALL courses marked as positive variables. The 
previous course covers zones of ICT based materials improvement and the last offers fourth year 
understudies hands-on instructing exercises mixed into hypothesis and latest updates in the field.  
 Then again, for the negative factors the most normally experienced “Absence of learning and 
aptitudes”. We communicated the centrality of instructor learning that straightforwardly impacts the 
basic leadership forms. Extra learning and abilities required in the present setting incorporates 
“educational innovation coordination content information”. Educators are required to think about the 
innovation, new strategies improving understudy learning in the ICT settings and how to choose 
suitable assets to achieve the learning objectives. Accordingly, as this examination proposes 
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“information and aptitudes” of educators that are exchanged or changed to understudy learning are key 
pointers of accomplishment in innovation joining. In accordance with these, for pre-administration 
educator training, “hands-on encounters with innovation, perceptions of best practices of innovation 
use, related readings and talks just as reflection, chances to rehearse innovation use to encourage 
learning”. Utilizing online journals tested by applies here.  
 Planned instructors’ view of the impacts of web journals on ICT abilities show that understudies 
think “blogging improved my insight and aptitudes with respect to how to utilize ICTs in my future 
calling “ This factor is trailed by “Specialized issues”. Some minor comparable issues, for example, 
programming or equipment related traps have been accounted for and instructors tackled issues by 
conveying their own workstations to the classroom as a reinforcement plan. A few further grumblings 
were gathered from the understudies in regards to the open doors in the research center and Internet 
association. Third negative factor recorded “Absence of certainty” have been widely experienced in 
connection to SE further includes that, notwithstanding the information and aptitudes required, self-
viability alluded to as inclination fearlessness is important especially for the unpracticed and 
forthcoming educators. Henceforth, chances to rehearse innovation use as introductions or field 
encounters and getting to an assortment of models and precedents are a few proposals to upgrade SE 
amid the pre-administration instructor training. Along these lines, detailed that while learner 
instructors were “very certain” with their fundamental ICT aptitudes, they were not as sure likewise 
with their propelled specialized abilities. A huge increment of self-assurance in this investigation of 
2007 was in regards to the utilization of email to convey. 
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